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POOL REGULATION

COVID-19 MEASURES

1. MAXIMUM 5 PEOPLE CAN BE IN THE WATER AT THE SAME TIME

2. SUNBEDS CAN’T BE MOVED

3. MAXIMUM 2 SUNBEDS FOR ROOM

4. BEACH TOWELS CAN’T BE PLACED ON THE GROUND

5. RUNNING OR DIVING IS PROHIBITED

6. PLEASE AVOID ANY GATHERING

7. DO NOT LEAVE OBJECTS AND BATH TOWELS UNATTENDED

Ministerial Regulation

9.1For swimming pools where swimming is allowed, the crowding density in 

the pool is calculated with an index of 7 square meters of water surface per 

person. For solarium and green areas, it is necessary to ensure a spacing

between the umbrellas (or other shading systems) in order to guarantee a 

surface of at least 10 m2 for each umbrella. between the equipment (sun

beds, deck chairs), when not positioned in the umbrella position, a distance of 

at least 1.5 m must be guaranteed. The manager is therefore required, based 
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on the are as available, to calculate and manage the attendance of visitors to 

the system based on the above indices.

For swimming pools for special care, rehabilitation and thermal uses, as well

as for swimming pools inserted in theme parks or accommodation facilities, 

bathing establishments or restaurants where swimming activities are not

permitted, the provisions for thermal swimming pools are applied in the 

specific sheet . For these pools, if swimming is not allowed, it is sufficient to 

calculate an index of 4 square meters of water per person. The manager is

required, based on the are as available, to calculate and manage the revenue 

of visitors to the facility. For swimming pools for collective use inserted in 

structures already used primarily for other accommodation activities, the 

provisions provided for must be properly screened and modulated in relation 

to the context, the type of pools, the customer flow.




